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I. Introduction

a. SCOPE. The purpose of this report is to present an enqineering
method of evaluating sky-wave field intensities ii tnP high freoitpncy
band lor any transmission distance Lup to ahout I,,000 kilometers.

Field intensity recordings were statisticall) analyzed in order to study
daytime abborption, day-to-day variations, and absolute magnitudes.

Based upon tte analysis, a proposer prediction P.ethod was obtained which

should give relatikcly iccurate sky-wave Hield i,.tensities for the V're-
quencies arid distances considered. Succeeding sections show the method

of analysis of absorption, the method of anal)sis of absolutc meqni-

tudes, the method of anal)sis of day-to-day variations, the pro!osed

fiald intensity prediction method, and summarizing conclusions. Ail

necessary equations used in the prediction metnod are represented ;r

noang rans.

b. DATA. The data analyzed consists of monthly med:an receiver input
voltages at one hour time intervals tnroughout the day arid mass plots
bhcwing hourly median receiver input voltages in 2 decibel class inter-
vals for the days of the month. The circuits analyzed are listed in
Table I. This table snows the ?erioo for which Uhe data was ±vai:abie,
the distance between the tranom

1 
ting and receiving station, the wave

frequency, and type of dote. Tnese records were continuous over a peri-

Od of at least as long as one year. The circuit distances range froa
-) Zo 15,000 kilometers and the frequencies from 0.7 to 20 megacycles
per Facond. Eighty-three circuit years of montnly median hourly median
receiver r-put voltages were used in the daytime absorption analysic.

Data fo- S6 circuits, including ;nformation about transmitter output
powers, transmitt;ng antenna ga~ns, arid receiving system input charac-
teristics were used in theanalysisofabsolute magnitudes. The receiving
system installations Niee so acaigneo as to make estimations of absolutr
magnitudes possible. Forty-three years of massolot data was used in the

analysis of day-to-day variations of hourly median field intensities.
Other data not shown in the table covering a period from 1937 to 1944
was used in studying the relationship between daytime absorption and :2
ronth running average sunspot number.

c. THE METHOD OF ANALYSIS. This analysis isbased upon tne assumption

that at high frequencieb sky-wave field intensities can oe computed by

geometric optical methods. Various authors show the applicability of
'ay thoory at these frequencies.' Sky wave propagation is a geometric
rather than a diffraction prblem since each place on earth at dist_-.aceb

greater than the skiv distance is accessable by georetric trajectories

ý method such as a residue series would be ,0o,e apolicable if a larje

number of geometric rays existed all having the same order of intensity.

It has been shown by L. E. Beghian that, for high frequencies, only a

few rays are required and that under conditions of absorption the first
ray approximates the field strength obtained by assuming ail possible
rays.

2 when several ray paths exist having the same order of magnitudes,

it is necessary to evaluate the field by summing the contrib,,tion of all

the rays. Occasiona;ly for long dictnrices, the error in assuming toat
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cne field intensity can be repr~ented ov one rry alone can be relatively
large gince ray intensities of equal magnitudes are possibtle along several
ray paths.

2. The Analysis of Sky-wave Absorption

a. GtLwtfAL . (1) In the ionosphere, gas molecules are ionized into
electrons and positive ;ons principally by the action of~ ultra-violet
solar light. A passing radio wave sets electrons in vibratory motion.
The electirons randomaly collide with gas molecu~les and lose part of the
e~aergy of vibration during collisions. The ahsorpt ion of a radio wave
per unit path length depends on the collision frequency and the number
of electrons per unit volumc, both of wnich vary with height above earth.

i2) Ourinn 1
'y . hours, then'ajcrty n f sky-wave absorption at high

frequencies orcurs in the lower E region. This region is known as the 0
region although it is not certain that it is ohysically distinct from the
E. The collision Trequency is hiqh while the ion df.nsity is low so that
a radio wave is absorbed buz not greeitly refracted. This type of absorp-
tion is cailed non-deviattve absoiption. The geometric ray theory
approximation ;,s applicable forfrequencies not tooclose to the collision
frequency, the ionosphere approximating a partially reflecting dielectric.

03) During the night hours, the ionosphere acts as an almost totally
reflecting dielectric at high f'requencies. The effects of the passage
of radio-waves through the 0 and E layers arenegligible, since the ioni-
zation of these !ayers is very %mail. A srrzall but not negligible absorp-
tion occurs upon reflection at t-ie F2 layer partlcularly near the max-
imum usable frequency. T~.is absorption occuiring at the same time as
wave ref ract~on isknown as devotiatUe absorption. The F? layer collision
frequency is loA due to :,w molecular density so that non-deviative
absorption w~thin the layer is r.2gligible.

14) For long wave length~s, t'br geometric np-cs approximation is not
va id particulariy during dayliq0.. The iono!sphere can be considered as
a conductor at these frequencies. A large number of modes are possible
which have the same order of ;ntensity.

b. TmSoey. Equations for sky-wave absorption have been derivea by
many theoretical investigators. One method of do-iving absorption
eouat ions, shown by Bren'mer in "Tt-restriai Radio Waves," is indicated
below.3 The geometric-optics approxiniatior, fcrsky-wave field intensities

region th'- ind-., )f r1Fract i-n ~-~K~ ~~y
Lan. in tne ma1,mc-ti--! . '."s t *r
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Have, a, ex-',eet; d I te!- 3;:ears accountifg for tne atternuat ion per r. it Iengt-
4l')-' -e " par, co.". nTis atten.itio- factor ca- De %r;t en ds"

Attenuatton factor -e Afr 1 (0) di Equation

where k Is the wave number, /X; X being the wave length
IM(p) is the imaginary part of the refraction Index
dl Is a differential distance elong the path trajectory

When the value for the refractior Index is substituted In the equation
above and the differential dista.ice along the ray patn Is replaced by
the differential d'Jtance p=rpendicular to the earth, this attenuation
factor can be written In the following form: iSee Bre-mer, pages !76
a' 1 I7 7 ).

A F = 6 Cf Equation 2

ehere C Is the veloc;ty of light
r is the distance from the ront.- of the earth
fl is th- number of hops
, is the wave angular frequency
4 is the angle of incidence at the iornosphere
c., is the critical angular frequency

Vj(r) is the collisional frequency

The expression within the integral siq. Is indeperdent of wave fre-
quency ior frequencies exceeding the collision frequency This approx-
imation is valid for waves reflected by the E or F2 layer after passing
through the D or E layer. The integral expression represents the n.,.-
ber of collisions between rolecules and e!--.trons situated in a vertical
column ectending through the entire lower layer. It corresponds to non-
deviative absorption. The expression, l spec (t. can tie approximated by a
constant multiplied by the distance between the re-eiver and the trans-
mitter. When this is done and , ing that all the Other t-r-ns in the
exponential expression can be contidered Lonstant, the attenuation fac-
tor can be written in Eckersley's form:

-ad

A K " Equation 3

where a is a constant for particular ionizatior conditikns
f is the wave frequunzy
d is the transmission distance between the receiver and tians-

mitter

Ttis form of absorption facto- has been used in the absorpti'n cL.lculat-
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tion methods for longi distance circuits. It should tie noted tl-at the
effects Of the edrth's magnet ic fie:c. are not in(:ijaed in the forroulei.

C . APPLETON'S FQUATION. "Ir i . . A pp I :ton derive a an excoressior.
for the total non-cleviative Iala),r Ibbor~ition under ttie condition that
the freq-vency of 'tetransr:ilItedi have o'as; Pu" ireater thian the colli-
sion frcqL,enc)..1 This equa ion vritten :r terro,! of an ionosphere re-

-lot '4.13H1-- Equation 4

where f, is the refle,:ti:"n c~efficicn'
e is the electronic ct,zrie
I" is the mrnrSs 0-, tl.e e:ectr.:y
"~ is trne veioc~ty of lia-it
NO is the eleCtrritdi .i~ t'ie -t~irurr ion~iZatiornof tntý layer

when the sun's zenitn ,~.i zero

0is the co'lii'V-~l -t~. +,*e rei'iit of flarimun. ;oniza-
t ion
11is the scale heiniit
Sis the zen~th anqie of t'e sun

cý is the angular freq;uerc\ of tie :rop'tied radio) wav~e
`Lis the anaular qvr-c-n-airietic fre-,jenci, due to the longitud~nal
comiponent of ttifý tertr'. 'a 'aet;c field

This eqjation, basea r_-. a *t~rrr?r' fi~i~i~'f ionization, shows tr~e

vertical incidenoe -.D.orr:tito- 'or zt-' v ýorr.)o-ert ' V 'ecltj-
rr~aonet i wave. 'fie afhs, rzcm I si ir' I!, e.itlti t and :nverse-
ly with the s,;u;ýe '-)f t, ;j, f t* v- C,. '- ne ioflcituimin

corr~onent uf toe rfyro--tieh:uenc(,.

d. EFFECT OF THE FAPTi'S ýiEfi" UPON 4!IbC'",IO'. Ttfejretical eojsa-
tions show the effect of toes ~' fieldl .or absornt ion. The rdt :
of dbsorpt ion in) the preserce of toe aerth's r'aqretic f~ela to aoo
tioi. in absence of toe e;arth's trrinetic fieldJ is eqjal 1c, the ratio of
the imaninary Components .,f f!*e resze- ivp *d>.-es ot re-tra-ct rn tIs

theoretical ratic, plotted it mmr'ý 4t, pond 47, is -lver, 'y tht, fO:-
low'tqeuain

2

where w is the annular frerouer~c, ,t r ý
is the arqu!'ir ~



6 is the angle between the *artt~s magnetic field and the radio
wave

2 4
j = .- ±L . 08

2 0 +--•-jfl &i

The upper sign refers to the ordinary ray and the lower sign to the
extraordinary ray.This ratio for the iongitadinal case (direction of the
earth's field parallel to wave normal) can be written as follows:

I13(,dI9jj 0 -

When the earth's field Is perpendicular to the wave normal, the ratios
for the ordinary and the extraordinary ray are given by the following
expressions:

2

S(ordinary rap) ; • - (ektraordtnory ray)

e. AssomPTioN ANALYSIS INTRODUCED. For the absorption analysis, the
effects on the daytime nmonthly median receiver input voltages of varia-
tions in ray angle, running average sunspot numbers, gyro-frequency,
wave frequency, and the zenith angle of the sun were studied in a manner
separatino the individual variables. Initially, the receiver input
voltages for each circuit and for each month were plotted against huur
of the day, as shown in Figure I. The daytime minimum of receiver input
voltage occurs at an hour correspondinS to local noon at the midpoint
of the path between the transmitter at., receiver for all circuits.

f. SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE RELATIONSHIPS. (1) (the study of the varia-
tinn of receiver input voltages with the aunts zenith angle e.onsisted of
determining the anqle at which the daytime absorption starts and ceases,
and the functional rn,&tionship between absorption 4.,z the sun's zenith
angle. The'sunis zvnith angle is the anqle between the porpt..dicutar It-
the earth at tle iunosphere reflection point and the direction to the
sun. The cosine of this an§le is given by the general formula nf spher-.
ical trigonometry:

cosy•• iL stn tL + c •L cos L2 Cos D Equation 5

where L, is latitude of the ionosphere reflection point

Ll is latitude of the sun's sub-solar point



1is the hour angle of the sun referrud to the ionosphere re-

flect ion
V is the SOlar zenith angle

In this analysis, solar zenith anqleswereokjtained graphically fronm con-

tours of equal zenith angles. rhese contours, drawin on the za-me rec-

tangular grid system-used in the Central Radio Propagation Laboratory

".D" series predictions were computed by the equation above with respect

to the sue-solar points for the fifteenth day of the month 'rom the dec-

lination of the sun and the equation of time given in Nautical almanac

of 1948. Since the position of the sub-solar points do not change much

from year-to-year; the contours, Figures 2 through i3, can be used for

any year.

(2) A study was made of the starting and stopping times of daytime
absorption using the curves showing monthly median receiver input volt-

age plotted aga-nst the hour of the dry. These times occur when the

receiver input voltage curves begin to decrcase at dawn and begin to

reach their n""%time value at sunset. The analysis for all the cir-
cuits for each mnnth indicates that daytimc absorpt;on bhuy;,i, and ceases

at about the stme solar zenith angle. This angle is independent o,

month, circuit length, and wave frequency. Hgure 14 shows the solar
zenith angle where absorption begins and where it ceases plotted against
wave frequency. Figure 16 is a mass plot showing the6O2 available cases
plottec over a five year period. Figure 17 is the cumulative distribu-

tion of this mass plot data. The arithmetic mean for the starting

or stopping of daytime absorption iq 102.2 degrees. cigure 15 shows the
dawn and sunset time at various heights above the earth. The angle of

102.2 degrees indicates that daytime absorption occurs between dawn and

sunset at an E layer iorosphere height of approximately 115 kilometers.

(3) The functional relationship with the solar zenith angle in
Appleton's absorption equation would oive zero absorotinn for an angle

of 90 degrees. Absorption is indicaeed by this analysis to =cart or
cease at a zenith angle of 102.2 degrees and to be maximum at a zenith
angle of zero degreet. It is n-ssible to set the cosine solar angle

relationship equal to zero et ',.2 degrees by multiplying the solar

zenith angle by a constant such that the product of the constant and

102.2 would give a 4alue of 90 degrees. Thus, absorption would start

or cease at the observed angle and would be maximum when the sun is

overhead. Based on the above, the functional relationship of absorption

with the angle was assumed to bae of the following form in this report:

(Cos P)= (Cos .881'P) Equation 7

where a is a constant equal to 900/102.20 = .ý881
R is a constant to be obtained from the data

sp is the solar zenith angle

(41 The monthly median receiver input voltages were plotted for all

circuits for each month against the cosine of .881 It as shown in Figure



l8. In many cases the morning curve is not as symmetrical as tne after-
noon cutve due to lack of ionospheric support during the morning hours.
A composite curve, Figure 19, is drawn between the val jes for morning
and the values for afternoon. From this composite curvethe voltage
value at COS .881 0 equal to zero was taken as a reference. In cases
where this value was not obtainable from the date, the reference volt-
ages were obtained by extrapolating the curves to COS .881 t equal ta
zero. Absorption values were obtained as the decibel difference betv.een
the reference and voltage values at particular solar angles. These ab-
sorption values were then plotted against COS .881 ' on log paper as
shown in Figure 20. These curves are nearly straight lines. The ab-
sorption curves described above are not exactly useful since absorptinn
is also a function of runnting average sunspot number and the angle of
incidence at the ;onosphere. In order to separate these variables, it is

desirable to convert oblique absorption values tovertical incidence at a
particular sunspot number. The following paragraphs indicate how the
oblique incident absoiption values were converted to vertical incidence
values for sunspot number zero.

g. SOLAR ACTIVITY EFFECTS. in order to study the variation of day-
time absorption with average sunspot number, it was necessary to analyze
data coverinq a period of several years. riqure 21 shows absorption ard
12 month running average sunspot number plotted against time for four
routes. There was an initial attempt to analyze the absorption for a
particular value of the sun's zenith ,ngle. A higher correlation coef4
ficient was obtained for the analysis of the absorption at midday.
Twelve month running average mi.dday absorption was plotted against 12
month running average sunspot number for the eight routes that had data
over a sufficiently long tire period. The circuits analyzed cover vari-
ous transmission distances from ! kilometers to 3636 kilometers and
frequencies from about 2 megacycles to 10 megacycles. By pluotting 12
month running averages, the seasonal trends of absorption were removed.
Tho data shows that absorption varies linearly with sunspot number as
shown in the following eqiiation:

AX = A,(I +I,) Equation 8

where B is the running average sunspot number
t is a constant obtaincd fron, the experimental data equal to .0037
A0 is the absorption at Sunspot Number 0
AZ is the absorption at Sunspot Number X

The slope of the linear relation between absorption and sunspot number
is .0037 a, an average for the eight circuits. Table 2 lists the values
of tle slope ed the li'iear correlation coefficient obtained from the
least sc,jares analys-s.

h. LAYER HEIGHT VARIATIONS. (I! F. W. G. White mentions that the

variaticn of absorption between winter and summer is less than that expect-
ed by theory based on thesolar zenith angle. 4 Figure 22 shows themiddav



absorption ext -apo! ted to a ztfrL ~eoreron- te't. anq!- for the r~d~ocj cir-
cult b~ctaeen ft.'xlcu City andi tioht,-. 'nY'- i'ourt shows the mininrun. F2

iayer vi rtual t'Oiott*t cý-evci " ~tite~ Jnir',,rsi,t for tile

same per iod or time cov-red b~y th' hr tt)-.,i)t ~urves. 7,iIS r''fllr1urr v~r-
tual height curve is plotted w-tt n i$-islrqhciaht ii a downward direc-
t ion. EBy cump a r inoi th , 0l,.o-xt. % ir t iois of mi dday a D-.urpt ;ion

with thc month'ly average ". 'iyet , d' -'i lie 7 , i,;t .s seer that
the absorptior. appear-; to t3Ilu.r. '2 '.Av(r li,.: qtits 'nverse y. baling the

summer season, the 1 Ii- '.e r re.*ghts a'.iýr~ and, -.hus, the ray angles.
at the ionosphere are steeper tt. in !.Ile %. -Iter scasn-r. I h I
tends to decrease a~slrlrtit:i' 'r-n tic '"" -o,; Us relat:7.,e fthe
values during the wtnter irnnt/s. exila:'tnR~ the dtf!:erence betwaeen .n-
ter? and surmier absorptiton7 not seaue'ntahl,'v t-\ zer '. ta .lo' alone.

(2) The diurnal var½,itio' of min~n'ur' '..ithly nmea; n F2 layer virtual
heights to- earh r'ont.' are shown *n Frtjures 23 tl -t~tqh 7,.. These ficl-
ures reoresent the average F2 I iyer vi tual ! e-'t~ at ail ionosphere

stations as reported by the National Ftitreau -f $ta'qcards in the Ce-ntral
kadio Propagation Laboratory F ýerl"e .-- orts for -945 th 'rough 194S.
Based or' this analysis, F2 layer w~rtual he jthts ou not appear to have a
regular variation pattero, throughout the -o'ar Cycie or between gee-
magnetic zones. Figure,, 2-. tý.i,-z.h 34 m~ay 1therfefre be used to approx-
mate the minimum F2 Oyt'r ;ittuali neloht 11any qv~coýraphic locator. at
any t~me. Figure 3ý, shows that, ini so'w oto the ni~l;ur, ;: 'ayer
virtua; he~ght i'icreaseswhiie in other,; it lecre's-v :)r .t-ra.is cc.n'tant

as the moving average sunspot nut'r'e' 'r vrtli'-5-. - ure ',C show., the
average heights obtained fromthe c~ontours ar-; the~ :,t5(rved vIKon F2 layer
heiahtt.. at Washington, C. '.for f~t ,y ~a r. 'he mronthly 'redoan F lave-
virtual height,% do not vary nrlt'at~i frý'r'- mrnth-to-n'orth. ;Icur.' .5sio-
the minimum virtual E layer heichts a, ,t~oikrvrd t' A~t L%', .C

June and December of 1940i plotted ao.ir~t *'.rof t I -. tay .

13) Only F2 layer aad F. layer t'.'55 C' rcd are cunrs~derea i
this report. E. layer transn~ss'r"n rrtu'w' Pre a",j-ed to be 'ef't'rte.1
fromt a 1 10 ki lomieter v;rtua' heicn, . *. ;I, 'r~ K'-roat-. 4c

equal antenna radiations probabiy i*.v vt~e-tCri 1he F; %,,- tri. F mo.1-s in
intensity. Generally, rays that pconetrete the. t !~cr w..# tie reflected
by the F2 layer and Fl a.ayer 'rt1. i r, -P- i.- - ' r-,1c' tude
than the F2 layer ww.

I . CONVERSION 70 i1FR7ICAL %C I'f 14( ' I .~rtC %ahas su'med tzo
be directly proportionat in, ttc-ra.*- nc I.-ncc alj."KP k.lo-qete'
he ight. These angles *c-re hi-ed .0 Pri *'ctt-' rayjs between. 2

curved earth anid a curved nor-w. tvv'n'e-)i- ;n analys~s, tr'e
secant 0? the annop at 01,. . ~e to ' , ,'l oetw..-vt

the ray and ground. F e; c- r ~ r- '-.-%-t of thle ,!r(; t of nci-
denct: fortthe various laj. h.- t we,- o- . r., ,.-~j- --~ *.--. d; st ice

and anqte between the ray aVýi the . t.c~~ factors f'ýr ruOli-
hop n'odes are ecua! t.:, the secint fau.* ' ;.rcr . h,,p P..,!Cs of the
same radiat~on angle izjt :-, 1,- -- r,---pt~pe~. lc:~
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For tne various possible propagation modes reflected from the E -nd F2
layers, the secant factors at P 100 ki iometer heigh. were obtained dt

the radiation angles determined by the number of ionospheric reflections,
the vl,tial layer height, and transmission distance. Maximun, usable
frequency curves were plotted for the tranrsmissionr path for the period
of the data from tio observed critical frequencies shown in the Central
Radio Propagatl^n Laboratory F Series. These curves, see Figure 39, show
which sky-wave modes were possible at certain hours and frequencies.

(2) The oblique incidence absorptions were converted into vertical
incidence absorptions by dividing by the serant factors. The layer
heights corresponding to the particular loca! time 3t the ionosphere
reflection point were determined from Figure 23 through 34, which give
the average layer heights for each month of the year. Since both the
solar zenith angles and th3 !ayer heights were obtained frcir charts in
terms of latitude and local tine, the secant fa..Lo-3 for Fi :ayer modes
were obtained at corresponding solar Ic. ;th angles. In addition to
dividing the otlique incidence absorptions by the secant factors, they
were divided by the solar activity factor given in Equation 8 to convert
the vertical incidence values to sLnspot number zero.

(3) The vertical incidence absorption at sunspot number zero for each
month and for all the c&rruits was then plotted against the cosine of
.88il* Figure 40 shows a typical plot of this kind and iiidicates the
mathematics used iI obtaining the vertical incidence absorption for sun-
soot number iero from the obliquc incidence absorptiuon at a Known sun-
spot number. These curves are more linear than the plots of oblique
;ncldence absorption &galnst the same function of solar zenith angle.
Secant factor varia+ions due to Ionospheric layer height variations are
accounted for. In this analysis, no account is made of the chai-R in
antenna r:diation due to hourly changes in layer heights. It is fe."
that apparent absorption variations due to differences in antenrA
radiations that occur from hour-to-hour do not cause largo errors when
all the routes arc considered as a group. Sore of the circuits have
nigher total antenna gains at lower angles than at higher angles, while
other circuits have opposite characteristics.

(4) The plots of vertical incidence absorption against the cosine of
.881# were extrapolated to the value of co3ine .881% equal to I, the
sub-solar absorption forvertical Incidence at sunspot number zero. These
values should not vary with season since the effect of height variations
have been accourted fo.'. Table 3 shows that residual seasonal fluctua-
tions are neqligible. The effect of transmissioni distance upon these ver-
tically incident values should also have been retroveo. Figure 4i shows
the vertical incidence absorption clotted against transmission distance
for those values of frequency for which data is available at several
distances. No appreciable variations were noted with tranbmission dis-
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tance. The exponent of the relationship between vertical incidence
absorption and COS .881 4 varied somewhat between circuits. These
exponents are plotted as a mass plot against the ,sonths of the year in
Figure 42. Figure 43 shows the cumulative distribution of the exponents

for all the observations from the data, plotted on normal probability
paper. Figure 44 shows the exponents plotted against wave frequency.

fable 3 is a summary of the seasonal vartations of the exponents. It is
noted that the seasonal average values are very nearly alike and that the
composite median for all available observations is 1.30, (Figure 43).

15) For distances greater than 4000 kilometers, the conversion of
oblique incidence absorption to vertical incidence was performed in a
slightl) different manner. The averaqe of the layer heights between
2000 kilometer points from the transmitting and receiving locations was
used in determininq the radiation angles above the ground plane for
various probable transmission modes. For these modes, the solar zenith
angles were determined at points corresponding to the positions of Iono-
sphere reflections. The average of t;ie COS .881 0 for these reflection

points was taken as the value for the circuit. The oblique incidence
absorptions *ere d;,ided bj secant factors for the most probable ,,udes
and by the solar activity factor to transform the values to vertical
incidence and sunspot number zero. Figure 45 shows the secant factors
at a 100 ko;umeter heiqht plotted aqainst distance for various number
of hops for a reflecting layer height of 300 kilometers. Figure 38 was
used to obtain the secant factors in this report, the secant factors for
multi-hop modes being equal to that for single hop modes of the same
radiation angle multiplied by thenumber of hops. The vertical incidence
absorption values at sunspot number zero were then olotted against the
average cosine of .881 % as it the case of shorter routes. The subsolar

absorption values at sunspot 4ero and slopes are included with the values

for shorter routes in Figures 41, 42. 43. and 44.

j. OBSERVED EFFECTS OF THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD. Ii) Since ab-
sorption is a function of both wave frequency and gyro-frequency, it is
desirable to analyze the relationshin hatween ztscrption and wave fre-
quency in a manner eliminating the effects of the magnetic field. Th e
Appleton equation for the ordinary ray :ndicates that absorptinn vAr;es
inversely with the souare of the sum of the wave frequency and the lone-

itudinal component of the gyro-frequency. Iheoretical equation 5 snows
ion., absorption values can be obtained in absence ot the earth's magnetic

field. These absorption values should show a consistent relationship
with wave frequency since the magnetic treld ettect has been removed.
In this report, the rtsationshio b:tween absorption and wave fre.uency
was studied in absence of the magnetic field and cy a mnrp approximate
method.

(2) Figures 46 and 47 can he used to ,-onert absorption to values in
absence of the earth's field. These curves show the relatioiship
between absorption with and without the presence of the eartnlb field
for both the ordinaey and the axtrAordinary rays. In order to use these
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curves, the angle between the earthts magnetic fiejd and the ray direc-
tion must te known in addition to the gyro-frequency.

(3) Two space angles in a spherical coordinate System determine the
direction of any line. The variation and tne dip determine the direc-
tion of the earth's field. Figure 48 snows the variation of the earth's

field while Figure 49 shows its dip. The angle of incidence at a I00

kilometer height and the bearing of the great circle path between the
transmitter and receiver at the ionosphere reflection point determine

the direction of a ray at the absorption height. The variation and dip
of the earth's field and the bearing of the grnat circle path are deter-

mined graphically by using an overlay and charts drawn on the National
Bureau of Standards rectpagular grid system. Figure 50 is a bearing

chart which has boon devised at the Radio Propagation Unit to determine
the bearing from north for any point along the great circle path between

any two points on tne earth's surface.

(4) A transparent piece of paper is plactd on a world map, F!gure 83,
and the positions of the transmitting and receiving stations are marked

in addition to drawing a line over the equator. This overlay is then

placed on tne great circle chart, Figure 84, and moved horizontally w~th

the equatorial lines coinciding until the transmitting and receiving
locatiuns lie on the same great circle or proportional distance between

adjacent great circles. The great circle is sketched on the trar.spar-
ency to the point where the great circle path crosses the equator. The
transparency is tnen placed on the Radio Propagation Unit Seanr.g Chart
with the equatorial lines coinciding and the point where the great
circle pate crosses the equator is placed on one of the two equatorial

polar points. The bearings Are found in either direction at any point
along the great circle path. It a point on the great circle lies over a

section of the bearing chart marked E (or W) the bearirg is found for an

easterly (westerl)) direction. The overla, is then Placed over the dip
and variation chdrts to find these values at the path midpoint. The

overley is also usea to find the 33ro-frequevcy at the ionosphere re-
flection point. Figure DI shows tne gyro-frecuency chart drawn on the

sane rectangular grid. The values are obtained fron. the measured total
earth's magnetic field at the surface from the Hydroqraphic Office

Charts o' 194b extrapolated to a 13C kilonmeter heiqht by Schmidtis
equation.

(51 Since the directions of the enrth's field and the ray path are

known, the angle between the two can be determined by the genernl for-
mula of spherical trigonometry or from the DiOcaqne Nomogram, Figure o2.

All the variables reouired for the determination of "he factor re;ating

absorption in presence of the earth's field with 3bsorption in the ab-

sence of the earth's field are known since the anglo 'etweern the ray
direction and the earth's field is known in sedition to the gyro-frequency

and the wave frequency. In this analysis, separate factors are deter-

mined for both entry and exit Since the angle between the earth's field
and ray differs for the upooing and downcocing parts ot the ray paths.
The average of the factors for entry and exit were tsed to convert
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absorption to that expected ;.hcn the earth's field is not present.
Figure 53 shows this absorption in absence of the earthts magnetic
field at vertical incidence plotted against the wave frequency Tor
ordinary ray transmission. The cur-e includes absorption values tor all
four seasons. Monthly moaian values for each individual circuit are
shown by dots.

(6) Due to the complexity required in determining the angle between
the earthts field and the geometr;c rays, it is desirable tc use t
method which closely approximates the effect of the earth's field but
dues not require the determination cf the angle. Various approximations
were irvestigated. The data indicates that wnen absorption is Flotted
against the sum of the wave frequency and the total gyro-frequency that
a consistent relationship is obtained. Figure 54 shows the equivalent
vertical absorption for sunspot number zero and solar zenith angle zero
plotted against the sum of the wave frequency and the gyro-frequency for
all four seasons of the year. The individual dots represent monthl)
median values for each circuit. Figure 55 shows the same curve when
the yearly average values are used. Least squares straight linet based
on the yearly aver~go vAlp. are drawn on all the•o plnto. Thp vlopp
of these lines shows that absorption varies closely in an inverse
squared relationship with the sum of the wave frequency and the total
gyro-freqiency. It is noted that few experimental points were available
below about 5 megacyles and , thus, the roliability of the curve is less
at these lower frequencies. Thus, the data shows that vertical incidence
absorption for a solar zenith angle of zero degrees and a sun;pot riumber
of zero can be related to the sum of the wave frequency and the gyro-
frequency by the following equation:

Co', Lvnnt
Frequency Function - Equt ion 9

(f +- yj

where fr is the gyro-frequ ncy

f is the wave frequency
d is a cor",tant

k. RADIO PROPACATION UNIT EOUATION. The statistical analysis uf the
monthly median receiver input voltages indicates that absorpt;on fits a
formula similar to Appleton's converted to oblique indidence.

Cn sec I [cos ony'(1 i bsj
A in decibels =-v-- (f--fr) Equat ion 10(f + fd) •~nI

where 1 is the sun's zenith angle
a Is a constant = .881
b is a constant = CW7
C Is a constant ý 615.b I
a is a constant = 1.3 #
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4 is a constant = 1.98
f is the wave frequency
f7 is the qyro-frequency &t a IOC kilometer height

n is the rumber of ionospheric reflectluns
Sis the angle at e l00 kilometer height between a perpendicular

to the earth and the ray path
S s the 12 month running average sunspot number

It should be noted in the above equation that the total gyro-frequency
is used instead ot the longitudinal component and that this gyro-
frequency is the value at a 100 kilometer height.

3. Analysis OT Statistical Variation of Hourly Median Sky-wave Field
Intensities.

a. GENERAL. The mass plots of the hourly median receiver input
voltages were used in studying the day-to-day variations over mnnthly
and yearly time periods. Figuru 64 shows a typical mass plot. The
dots show the number of days that the hourly median voltages lie within
2 decibel class intervals over the month. Separate studies were per-
formed for day and night hours. These studies indizated that nhen a
sufficiently long tine period was used both the nighttime and the day-
time day-to-day variations were similar for each circuit and are prac-
tically indopendent of have frequency, tranbimibbion distance, and nour
of the day.

b. NIGHTTIME DAY-TO-DAY VA4IATIONS. In the analysis of nighttime
voltages, the statistical study was made at the night hour at which the
monthly median value was the highest. The data was plotted in histo-
grams; indicating the number of cases where the voltage fell between 4
decibel intervals, as chown in Figure 65. Cumulative distribution plots
were made for eacn month for all the circuits. These distributions were
plotted both on normal probability paper and on Rayieigh coordinaLe
paper, as snown -. Figures 66 ano 67. The number of cases within 4
decibel class intervals were also plotted aqainst tuo months of tho
)ear. Figure 68 shows one of these plots 'hMch were used in analyzing
the yearly trend of t..e moithly median values. For each circuit, the
cumulative sums of all the c'ses within 4 decibel class intervals for
the entire year were plotted on Rayleigh coordinate graph paper. These
curves are shnwn for each route of this report, Figures 69 throuqh 72.
Comparing the v%riuus figures, it can he noted that they are nearly
linear between percenta~es exceede, 90 percent of time and 10 percent
of time. Receiver input voltage in decibels referred to the yearly
median were "plotted against percentage of the time the voltage is ex-
ceeded. Figure 73 is a camu!3tive distribution that includes all the
circuits. The decibel values referred to the median for each circuit
were read from the cumulative distrioution plota at particular percent-
age values and these wetS plotted as a composite. The composite is
nearly a straigit line with a slope approxliating that obtained by r:ot-
ting a Rayleigh distribution on this paper. There are approximately 15
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decibels between the ox,.eeded 10 oercent of the time and the exceeded
90 percent of the time values. Figure 74 shows the cumulative distri-

bution of the decibel differences between tne exceeded 10 percent of the
time and the exceeded 90 percent of the time values for each rircuit

when tnese are taken on a yearly basis. This figure is useful in show-
ing the pert.entage of circuits having particular decibel differences
between the 10 percent cxceedea aod the 90 pprcent exceeded vaWues.

C. DAYT2ME DAY-TO-DAY VAPIATIONS. Ill The daytime voltages were
analyzed in a similar manner. These again show considereble differenccs
if individual routes a-e examined •ri a monthl[ bas!s. But, again, if

the data for a period as long as a year is used in a'¶alyzing the day-to-
day variations, the routes appear similm-. For the daytime roltages,
there were two separate analyses. in o-ie, the data was analyzed at four
six hour intervals; 6 a. m., noon, 6 p. mi, and midnight. For each

circul at these nours, the ciecibel differences bet'-'een the monthly
median and percentages exieeded 10, 30, it., and 90 percent of the time

were obtaineat from. Use mass pints by counting the number of cases above

and below the maonti'ly median va!ues. The average differences between

these vercentaaes tor all the circuits at tne four hours of the dad

were comniinod into comoosite plots at approximately the same wave fre-
quencies. Figure 7b sio.s this composite cumulative distribution for
particular wave frequency valuer.

(2) In .he other analysis, the variations were obtained at a solar

zenith angle of 60 degrees. The zenith angle of 60 degrees was chosei

to have data tnraughout the year fur a large number of circuits. Large

zenith angles are not possible etall locations for the entire year. The

receiver input voltages were grouped into 2 '.ecibcl class intervals for

for both morning and aftornoor, for each month for all the circuits.
Figure 76 is a typical histogram snowinq the number of instances at 2

decibel class intervals referred to the monthly median for both morning

ard afternoor at a solar zenith angle of 60 degrees for e circuit for

one month. The cumulative distributions were calcutated and plotted.
From tht plotted cumulative distribution curves for each circuit and

each month for mornitq and afternoon, the decibel Jifferences between
the medisn value were read at percentages exctode! 1, b. 10, 3C, 70,
go. 9b. and 99 percent of the time. Thest .e.c averaged fnr all the

nonthis cf the year with bctn morning and afternoon values included.
Figures 77 and 78 are cumulative distributions for each circuit on this

yearly basis. Figure 79 is a composite for all thy, circuits. The com-
posite curvr for all the circuits durino daylight hourz again plots
nearly IHnearly on Ryle;gh coordinate pzrer. The aeciýte; difference

between tho exceeded I1 and 90 percent Uf tt.e time values is 14 deci-

bels, nearly that expected for a Rayleigh distribution. The decibel
differences between the 10 and go percent values were plotted for all

the ruutcs 'or the solar zenith anale for 60 deagees as a cumuljtive

distribution on Figire 80.

d. SUMMARY. (I) Smith and uiar-ington ir, Central Radio Propagation

Laboratory Reporý. - 6 show that the distrihution of day-to-day hourly



median field intensities over long time per~odq is roughly ncrmqi in
decibel4, between exceeded 10 to 90 percent of the time values.. They
show a 12 decibel difference between the exceeded 10 anu the exceeded
90 percent of the time values as a median for the circuits analyzed.
The standard deviation of the Approxin~ate normal distribution was *ilown
to be abcut b decibels. Figure 81 shows a normal distribution with a
5 decibel standard deviation plotted on Rayleigh coordinate paper.
Short term variations in sky-wave field Intensities, appear to follow
the Rayleigh distribution, given by the tollowing equaton:

2

i00€"6931(t) Equation II

where 9 is the Instantaneous field intensity
EV is the median field intensity

P is the percentage of the time the instantaneous value is exceeded

(2) AS Ildicated in the preceding paragraphs, both daytime ad night-
time hourli median receiver input voltages plot nearly linearly on
Rayleigh coordinate paper with abouf the same slope as expected from a
Rayleigh distribution. Thus, the day-to-day varlationb over a period
as long as a year have approximate Rayleigh distribution. A Rdyleigh
distribution Is the same as the distribution for the magnitudes of a
complex variate with equal standard deviations along two rectangular
axes. The work of Ray S. Hoyt of the Bell System on prohability theory
for two dimensional normal distributions can be cited.e In his ;933
paper, he shows cumulative distributions for the magnitudes for various
values of a function, b.

2 +Sv/Su) Equation 12

where S9 ib the standard deviation along the U axis

sr is the standaro deviation along the V axis

When +he standard deviations along two rectangular axes are equal, the

value of the function is equal to zero. When one standard deviation
greatly exceof~s the other, the function is equal to I. Cumulative

distributions for b values of 0 and I are also shown on Figure 81.

13) The day-to-day variatio.s over as short a period as a month
vary from month-to-month and between circuits. Many of these variatiois
can be accounted for by variations in ionospheric support. Figures
showing the critical frequencies for transmission by various sky-wave
modes are usaole in analy7inq reasons for many of tihese variations.
The extent of ionization of the It~ers of the lonosplsere oetermines
which modes are possible. Many of tne variations can be traced to solar
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activity. Figure 82 shows the nighttime monthly median rcceiver input
voltages for M;T receivinq XEW" at two night hours. Night values remain
high between early 1946 and midyear 1948, the peak of the present solar
cycle. This Is prcbably due to the fact that the ionosphere is suffi-
ciently ionized to consistently support the F2 two hop transeirssion
mode, the predominate sky-wave mode for that circuit.

4. The Analysis of the Absolute Magnitude of Field Intensities

a. GW.ERAL. The :bsolute magnitudes of the sky-wave field intenci-
ties were *nalyzed b, usiirc the measured data and circuit information.
Theoretical receiver input voltages were compared with observed data
values in microvolts rereiver input. Measured instantaneous output
voltages, recorded on continuous Lsterl ne-Angus type recorders, were

calibrated in-terms of receiver input voltage at the receiving stations.
Hourly medial values vere computed at the receivina locations 4rom the
instantaneous recordings. Information about the transmitting and receiv-
ing antenna gains, the transmitting antenna radiated powers, and the
receiving circuit input characteristics was obtained directly from tile
various transmitting and receiving statinns. Measured antenna gains
were available for a few of the cirruits. The antenna qains were cnlcu-
lated in this analysis from standard equ tions such as shown in Radio
Propagation Uni't Report No. 7 for linear thin wire antennas, accouinting
for Imperfect earth conditions ano assumed antenna losses. 6 Table 4
shows the transmitting antenna gains and the receiving antenna effective
heights for various riciat:on angles above the ground plane. Mismatch
losses based on the input circuit characteristics were included ;n the
receiving antenna effective heights.

b. THE CALCULATED RECEIVER INPUT VOLTAGES. *(I) The measured and
calculated receiver input voltaqes were compared for night hour,. Fcr
daytime hours, the absolute magnitude can be obtained frco tr.e niqht
values by accounting *"r the daytime absorption losses. The receiver
Input voltages were calculated for various possible ray paths for assumed
lossless reflections at the ionosphere. These values show what the
receiver input voltage ftould be if the only losses are those due to
free space distance attenuation and ground reflections.

(2) The free space loss along a ray path is dependent upon distance
between the transmitter and receiver, the virtual layer height, and the
number of hops. These*ere calculated for various assumed layer heights.
The analysis indicates that within o very close approximation that the
ratio between the distance along a ray oath and the distance ainng the
curved earth between 'he transmitter and receiver is indeoendent of
layer height for equal radiation angles. Thus, itne tree space field
intensity OT any ray can be given s a fL-nction of the radiation vnqle
and the transmission distance alone. The incident field intensity in
free space for a referenceinverse distance field intensity can he given
by the following equation:
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so T so
T - ! . r(•) Equation 13

where I is the Incident field Intensity In free space
Io Is the reference inverse distance field intensity

I Is the transmission distance
D is the distance along ray path
f(A) is the functional relationship between the transmitter dis-

tance, the ray distance, and the radiation angle
Sis the angle between ray and ground plane foran inverse distance

field intensity of 300 millivolts per meter at one kilometer

Figu- 56 Is a nomographlc solution for this equation.

t3) Ground reflection losses were calculated for randomly polarized
sky-waves for various angles with the ground for three types of earth,
good earth (6-l10, a=102 mhos/m), poor earth (e.4, a_10"3 mhos/m),
and seawater (e u80, '-5 mhos/m), as shown In Figure3 57, 58, and g9.
Equal amounts of energy are assumed in the horizontally and vertically
polarized fields. These reflection losses are given by the following
equat Iosn:

4+ 1
L - 10 Zot+o 2 Equation 14

where L is the earth's reflection loss In decibelb
RI is the magnitude of the vertical polarization reflection

coefficlent
R, is the magnitude cf the horizontal polarization reflection

coefficient

C. COMPARISON BETWEEN MEACUED AND CALCULATED VALUES. The theo-
retical receiver input.voltages based on free space an, ground reflection

losses alone were calculated for the various probable ray angles for All
the circuits with sufficient circuit information. These theoretical
values and observed yearly peak nighttime receivPr input voltages agreed
clsel) for -- st of t~ie circuits. The yearly peak receiver input voltage ;,
-- e ",;4,,=time %alue eXceeded V0 times during the month that the highest val-

ues were oDserved. Taoiý 5 shows the comparison Detweencalculated valies and
values observed for various percentag;.s of the time. The statistical
analysis Indicates that the calculated voltage based on f-ee space and
ground reflection losses alone is 8.4 decibels above the yearly median
value of the composite of all.circuits during the night hours. This u.4

decibels value can be assumed to be a factor to obtain median field
intensities from calculatea values during the night hours. During the
day hours, the additional daytime absorption loss must be subtracted.
The :.4 decibels value may contain additional losses due to magneto-
Ionic splitting and layer reflections. For many circuits, ,his value
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may be too large. Those circuits have a single predominate sky-wave
mode throughout the entire year. Table 6 shows comparisons between
calculated and measured receiver input voltages.

d. CONVERGENCE GAINS. In comparing theoretical and observed values.
theoretical ionosphere convergence gains were considered. Figures 60
through 63 show convergence gains com.puted for reflection of electro-
magnetic waves from a smooth ionosphere as indicated by K. A. Norton. 7

The observed differences between the calculated and measured values
indicated that the convergence gains %ould generally give too high
received voltages and, tius, the effects of convergence gains were not
,ncluded. If the magnitudes along Pny ray path are determined by areas
only a few Freshel zones in diamiieter, convergence gains which are based
on reflections over a wide smooth reflecting area are probably not
applicable. Scattering and wave divergence at the ionosphere were not
computed.

5. Proposed Prediction Method toi Monthly ,edian Sky-wave Field
Intensities.

a. GENERAL. The proposed prediction method is designed for distances
up to abou÷ 15.000 kilon-eters for short wave frequencies. Th.e field
intensity values obtained are for tne i,. adent waves from the ionosphere
and do not include ground reflected components at the receiving location
and are median unabsorbed field intensities less ionospheric absorption.
An unabsorbed field intensity is that expected during holirs of darkness.
These values given in this report are for a reference antenna which
radiatesasignal of 300 millivolts per Meter at I kilometer. Unabsorbed
field intensities for any antenna can be obtained from those based on
the reference antenna by accountinq for the difference in radiation
between the actual transmitting antenna and the reference antenna. If
the antenna qains are calculated with reference to the gain of a short
dipole with one kilowatt of input power 1300 millivolts per meter at
one kilometer), and the 3itenna radiated powers are given reterreo to
one kilowatt, the unabsorbed field intensity for any antenna in decibels
is the transmitting antenna gain plus the transmitter power added to the
median unabsorbed field intuts-ity of the referpce antenna. Unabsorbed
field intensities for the reference antenna are obtained from the free
space distance attenuation along the ray uaths, ground reflection !osses,
and an experimental factor which converts these theoretical values to
median values. These values are ca!cu!Led for angles above the ground
plane which are determined by the minimum virtual layer heights, the
transmission distance along the earth's surface between the transmitter
and receiver, and the number of reflections between the ionosohere and
the ground. Sky-wave field intenbitiesmust be conputed in slightly
different manner for short and long distances. The method for distances
short enough that the ionospheric char.-teristies at the path mid-point
determine propagation conditions is shn, first and then the method for
longer distances Is described.

b. UNABSORBED FIELD INTENSITIES. IlI Ine unabsorbed or nighttime
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incident down-coming sky-wave fie;d intensities can be calculated if
tPe transmitting antenna output power and gain, the ray angle above the
ground plane, and tne distance bet'ecn the receiver and transmitter arc
known. The ray anole determines the antenna radiation, tle inverse dis-
tance losses, and the ground rc'f:ctIon losses (for routes with more
than one ionosphere reflection point).

12) A graphical procedure is followed requiring various chArts drawn
on the same rectangular grids as theCentral Radio Propagation Laboratory
monthly predictions. The layer height is found first and then usinq the
layer height, the transmission distance, and the numoer of hops; the
radiation angle is determined from a nomogram. Average F2 layer winimum
virtual heights can be found for the required time and geographic loca-
tion for any month from rigures 23 through 34. Figure 83 is a world map
and Figure 84 is a great circle chart used in deternining the position
of the great circle path between any two points on the (arth.

(3) An overlay is required in addition to these charts in order to
determine 1-2 layer heights for any hour referred to any reference longi-
tude. A tratisparency is placed on the world map and marks are placed
over the position of the transmitting and receiving stations. A hori-
zontal line is drawn over the equator lIne onthe world map and a vertical
is drawn at the longitude for which the hours of time are desired to be
based. If it is desired to have the hours in Eastern Standard Time, the
vertical line is drawn at a longitude of 75 degrees west. This overlay
is now olaced on the great circle chart with the equatorial lines coin-
cid!ng. The overlay is moved horizontally until the transmitting and
receivirnq locations lie on the same great circle contour or at propor-
tional distances between adjacent qreat circles. Tne geeat uircie is
sketched in and the path midpoint is marked, using the dash-dotted scale
of the great circle chart as the distance scale. The overlay is now
ready for use in oetermining the layer heights for any month for an)
hour referred to the time referenc* for the particular circuit. This
overlay Is placed on the F2 layer minimum virtual height char' for the
required month. The equatorial line on the overlay is aligned with the
equatorial i ne of the height chart and the vertical reference line is
placed over the desired hour of the Say. The F2 minimum virtual layer
height is read at the path midpoint.

(4) The radiation angle for any assumed number of hops can now be
determined since the layer heights and transmission distancos arc known.
4-cmogram, Figure 85, is used in this determination. Figure 86 i- a
nomogram that can be used for single hop modes. These nomograms are
based upon sharp reflections and a curved earth. The slicer of Figsre
85 is olaced ina horizontal position at the layer height with the trans-
mission distance scale of the slider set at the left vertical refurcfrL
line of the nomugram at tte transmisrion d!ztance. Thus, the radiation
angle can be read directly corresponding to any number of hopb for any
height. In this method, all E layer reflections are assumed to occur
at 110 kilometers while the F2 layer reflections occur at heights based
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on the average if fcvr yp, ri h 1,t, iflnl.

(5) Knowing the rad ;,.t ic, t'q!tt foe tils Drob~able mode, it is now

possible to find tre un~bsorbed field intensity. Nomonram, iqure -4,

shows the free spact. field "*o !f r.teri .. antenia. This nomoqram is

entered with the raciatic'i 3::j;e aiti *,1, ".lr:Aitission distance to obtdin
the free space field for ern iy ps-h. Thr .viaosorbed field intensity

for the refererce anterna Inc,.idc-s nddli ional losses due to intermediate
ground reflections ono a,, *r;;''rentfl iacCG converting the calculat-a

values to median 1)l7E :.nmogrr, niqre, b; through 59, are used tco
determine the ground :t•foctiu, iOnscss Ovtr three types of terrain, good
earth (C - 10, a = '0"7 nh-,'tm , -r,., P rth (f =4, , . 10-3 ishos/m),anJ
seawater (c -80, 7 m-, mhtsb!m,, for a! fu-ter of around reflections for
any radiation angle. ihe c.n•vr. !-,r, fsr ÷•.•r between calculated and

median values was shown to t'e . dec int-. . , i^ -zurnary, the un-

absorbed field intensities for the referunc . r.nten:,a are obtained by
finding the nriiiinruri vii'ua. u/er neiqiit' tro%. a nomogram, finding the
radiation angle correspondin- to -.nyv rotr of hops from 3 nornogram, =nd

then finding the free spa~e field intensity from another nomogram. The
unabsorbed field intensi,), - f,.,',it rc field intensity, for the refer-
ence antenna is equal to the (,et sp,,.e value for the particular trans-
mission distance and anqle, *.iov, the qrnur~d, less the ground losses at
the intermediate ground rnflec+io'-s fc. that radiation angle and los:
the factor of .. : decibe:d. -,ercraiy, :sne rdy path alone determines
the sky-wave field intensit% for most distances since the ionospheric
Conditizns limit the nuner , - .' - , rny paths and the antenna radiA-
tion is generally stronqer a onq one ryj p.%,ne in 3ddition to the ground
reflection losses ef'ectit-n te .- o.,;th fA multiple hop rays.

c. DAYTIME FIELD IWTNTN1'TI;F it The daytime incident sky-wave
field intea.sitles are oitta;ned from tih.ehrorned field ;rtc.sities by
subtracting the daytlrsc absn-aorion. I o,-t.,hical Tr-ntoj, based on the
semi-empirical for-.ula c the statbs?-,aliie.,;h. -s ued to calculi•4

the absorption. It is required t' know the solar zenith angle at the
path midpoint, therutinning average sursrot n.mter, the angle of incidence
at a 100 kilometer -eiglht, the rw-er of ref ýctions between the g-lound
and the ionosphere, and the gyro-freootu;icv. These are obtained graph;-
cally from the standard recf;%-,,.n!.r grids mentioned previously. 'he

angfe of incidence is exnressd it. a reletionsh.;o with the rad:•tion
angle determined bj the tranqmi,.ior, distance, the layer height, and ti-e
number of ionospheric hops. The 'h,,,.n. average sunspot number ;s
predicted while the wave trrouencv ; -- il, known.

(21 Tne solar zenith angle end qy,;,-fren',i,'rcv are obtained by using
an overlay; the solar zenith c-- le zra-tc. Falures 2thro-,gi-- 13: and the

gyro-frequency chart, Ficur- ni. 0- nverly. which was discussed in
preceeding paragraphs, i placod C-i t i. ;,r ,epoth angle chart for the
required mnith with the eCjljttO.A , • , ncidiio and the vertical
reference line set at the de-rired '•mi:,. he solar 7enith angle is read
at the path midpoint.
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(3) In order to simplify the graphinal method, a new function is
defined. This f,,nction, called the absorption index, I, is given by
the following formula,

I = (CO8 .8 )'S (1 +.00378) Equation 15

where S Is the running average sunspot number
i Is the solar zenith angle

I Is the absorption Index

With the value of solar zenith angle obtained In the preceding para-
graph and the Fredicted running average sunspot number, the index 1
can be obtained from the giomogram Figure 87. The Index is read at the

intersection of the absorption index scale with a straightedge placed
between the solar zenith angle and. the running average sunspot number.

(4) The sky-wave absorption is a function of the absorption index,
sum of the wave frequenLy and the gyro-frequency, and the radiation angle.
The distance factor, sec 4., is uniquely determined by the radiation angle
and can be implicitly given In a relationship with this angle above
ground. The absorption can be found for any single hop transmission
mode from the absorption Index value, the radiation angle, sum of wave
frequency, and the gyro-frequency from nomoogram, Figure 88. This pro-
portJonal nomogram requires two settings of a straightedge. A straight-
edge is placed between the absorption index value and the radiationangle valueanda mark is placed onthecentral index line. The straight-
edge is then placed between this point and sum of the wave frequency and
the gyro-frequency and the absorption is read on the absorption scale.
The a&sorpt!on for multi-hop routes is equal to the absorption for one
hop routes multiplied by the number of hops.

d. MODE DETERMINATION. the extent of ionization can be used to
eliminate improbable modes. It has been shown that the maximum frequency
usable over routes of various lengths is proportional to the secant of
the angle of incidence at the ionized layers. This relationship has
been incorporated into Nomogram, Figure 89, which can be used to snow
whether or not a layer will support a radio wa~e at various angles
referred to the ground plane. The monthly predictions issued by the
Central Radio Propagation Laboratory for the F2 4000 MUF and the E 2000
MUF are used with tls nomogram. The slider of the nomogram is set in
a horizontal position at the Ivyer height with eitner the F2 4000 MUF
value or the E 2000 MUF value (read from the predictions at the path
midpoint) on the slider being set at thP left vertical index line. The
maximum possible radiation angle is read from the angle curves at the
wave freqijency on the frequency scale of the slider. The value of mini-
mum F2 layer virtual heiqtht used is that found in the preceding para-
graphs, while the E layer neight is assumed to be 11O kilometers. Thus.
the qreatest anqles for E layer and F2 layer transmission can be simply
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determined. In order for a F2 layer transmission mode to be possible
during the dayliqht hours, *he waves at that radiation angle n.ust be
able to penetrate the E layer. 't I s nor ograr, can also he used to find
these E layer penetration frequencics. itre -lider is set at a 110 kilo-
meter he i (nt and if is slid hor,;ontall) until the £ 2000 MU; is at the
left vertical index line. 1he E i~yer penetration frezuency for a F2
layer transmi!.sion mode is read on slider at the angle for the F2 layer
tr-nsn.iss on node. A F2 layer mode n,ust penetrate the E layer and not
exceed the F2 'aver maxin.um uJsable freque'icy. Vurinq the night hours,
it is only necissary.v to find the -naxi.n-,- radi•tion angle for F2 layer
modes.

e. LONG .r'ItANCES. CC, p.ath tenv1tis exc,-eding 401C ki lo-.eters, there
are certain rrodi.ficatior..s nece-sar% in tne field intenstty method. The
absorption index cannot -, re-u tt t.e r atti r.,ujoint. An average ab-
sorption index nMust be .s-. Ine s.olar zenith angle is read at uniform
inteov•sl alo.u .. e nivat ir~le p:ts tctwccn coints 200n ki!oreters
from each end of the path. The absoiotiun. index is found corrcsp-r.uinj
to these solar zenith anqles znd averaqed. For long dista.ices, the
06s;quity flactors appear , tIe neat~, -f the n'xrrber of hovs.
Thus, the absorption can t? iolved foi any anglc which is Drotbahle.
Ihese anqles are aqain deteiir.ed i-o-, 'onoqram, Figure g!, 04hich shows
radiation angle corresronuin- '-,. t.•n.sission distance, lIzyet "eight,
and number of hops. The Ilver height choseý,n is taken to 'e the average
of the heights alonq the ore.,t circle Pat' heet..een 20C,, kilorre*t • *;nts
from the ends of the -Wths. 

0 .,ths %rtr. A loer rvjrer of *o;3s Lc:m÷er

radiation angle) are favored, due +o irrniecl t.fflvctiOn Io•,..;, •''cs-
liily.(*ver IorOr qiojnd. ira. . ia.,e 89, caraain ,e s.cd to cctcr-
mine the nmaximum radia+io anncle -nd to do'ter-rinr. the E l.er :jenetr,1-
tion angle for the Aave 'reuen-y. 'herc are occas;,ons %hnner. '!)er
propagation is irrprohable e .rr aqi.- 1rr r .Ž%n fae f. .%a% r
critical frfqueorcie, are to. o f lo- t ', . . ... PV- .. ", r-
tory predictions f~r the reauired 'o*.tn at . 1,'Z0 e:. tet *.-i .is from
the ends of the path to, ",e -a I , nd i,, #r !oyeter :' :,)ts from
the ends of the path. fzr the L la)er. !. Iover value at tte two patrr
q.nds determrines the mairum utsa?,i Ire. t.,; ine_.

f. EXAMPLEb. beveral c i•" o* - f t'i b repcrr were tosed to -rnc, -rc-
parisons between ohselcd ,',nthly * (dan receiv,-r input voltpqe, and

calculated value. ,) tre r'lose0n f':" 1- ret-rod. *h-

results are aiven on r-iqures ,- * ,.ou ',n. .;3. * ,inpie uo tt.t. rec.;rr•
calculdtions fur the proposed i..in -et;.3d :- "•:en in Table 7.
A flow chart of the required calcutt s -i oa t i- re 94.

6. Conclusions

a. ApSORPTION. It i, he' ieved *r r , ,"; . en tetl dI a*& w•s avail-.able tnan in precedina antl.•ser ?f t' . , In thi% report, the

method differs fron Othe'. " - .. , " *o, is. M.de to acco.nt fo,

variations in ionostperic layeT Pt•tI•-s. The a.-molou. ansorptior
variation hetwwee seas. • is accoun 't.1 f - tv l zyer he ioet ,ariat~ ans.
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The secant distance factors are computed for ionosphere angles of inzi-
dence at a lo0 kilometer height, roughly corresponding with the theoreti-
cal absorption height. The gyro-frequencles are also computed for this
100 kilometer heJght. The analysis of the measured data shows that the
following semi-emplrlcal equation, similar In forto to Appleton's, can be
used to account for daytime absorption at frequencies greater than about
3 megacycles per second.

615.5 n sec i (I + .003? 1] [cos .8811] 's3

A.f It+ I',as

The effect of solar activity on absorption is based on the calculations
for eight circuits, the correlation coefficients ranging from .603 to
.949. The correlation coefficient of the relationship between wave fre-
quency and absorption is .9424, based on the 83 circuit years of data.

b. DAY-To-rav VAr.ATIoNs. Forty-three circuit years of mass plots
were available for the study of the long statistical variations of
hourly median field intensities. The difference in the day-to-day dis-
tributions for a period of a month is quite large between different
months and circuits. When the day-to-day analysis is made for A year,
the distributions become mcre nearly alike, the variations that occur
from month-to-month are usually explainable by so.c physical cause, such
as variation of ionospheric support. When the data is analyzed over a
long time 1eriod. both thedayand night voltages have distributions that
agree at least rougnly to the Rayleigh distrsbution.

c. AlsOLUTE MAGNITUDES. Theoretical nighttime receiver input volt-
ages based on distance and ground reflection losses alone agree closely
with )early peak nighttime observed voltages for most of the circuits.
Monthly median houriy median nighttine voltages were obtained from tho
theoretical peak voltages by accounting or the difference between peak
and meGian hourly median values based upon the statistical analysis of
the day-to-day variationS. Although the antenna gains could not be cal-.
culated with great 'ccuracy for some of tree circuits due to non-stAndard
antenna installations, it is oelieved that sorre of the discrepancies are
averaged out since many circu;tq Areusedin this analysis. No arbitrary
theoretical factors are reqoirbd in computing monthly median nighttime
voltages.

d. FIELD INTENSIIY METNOn. As indicated by 'he examples, this field
intensity calculation method is reasonably accurate for both relative
and absolute values. Absorption variai;ons, which cannot be accounted
for by variations of the solar zenith angle alone, are accounted for by
variations in ionospheric layer heights instead of presently used
arbitrary seasonal ?actors. There are Rn arbitrary theoretical factors
sn this method. It is easy and fast to perform since all operations are
graphical.
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CIRCUITS AND TYPE OF DAT-A AN,.LYZED

MONTHLY MEDIAN MASS PLOTS OF
TRANSMITTING RECEIVING DISTANCE FREQUENCY YEAR HOURLY MEDIAN 14OURLY MEDIAN

STATION STATION Km Mc/s RECEIVER INPUT RECEIVER IN-
VOLTAGE PUT VOLTAGE

WWI N6S 55 2.06 1946 x
WWI NBS 55 2.06 1947 x
WWI NBS 55 2.06 1948 x
WWI NBS 55 2.06 1949 x
WWI NBS 55 4.27 1946 x
WWI NSS 55 4.27 1947 x
WWI NBS 55 4.27 1948 x
WWI .BS 5! 4.27 1949 x
WWI I85 t b.89 1944 x
WWI 48S 55 5.89 !945 x
,W I BS 55 5.89 1946 x
WWI NBS 55 5.89 1947 x
WWI NBS 55 D.89 1948 x
rwI N85 5b 5.89 1949 x

KHDG College 150 3.02 1947 x
KXOG College I1O 3.02 1948 x
KHOG College 150 3.02 1949 x
WQXR NBS 360 !.!)6 1946 X x
CFRX N8S 5:2 6.07 1946 x x
CFRX NBS t52 6.07 1947 x x
'WdV MIT D81 5.00 1946 x x
WWV MIT 581 5. OU 447 x
wV MIT 581 5.00 1948 x

WwV MIl 581 5.00 Iq49 x
W14N MIT !8 1 10.00 1946 x
WV. MIT 581 10.00 1947 x x
WLW NBS 591 0.7O 1946 x x

WBXAL :.6S '91 6.08 i,546 x
WSXAL LSU 1176 6.08 1946 x x

LSU 1617 5.00 1446 x x
'*'v LSU 1617 *.. ,.0 1947 x x
• IW LSU 1617 5.00. 1948 x x
WWV LSU 1617 5.00 1949 x
WWV LSU 1617 10.00 1946 x x

(Continued on iext page;

TABLE I
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CIRCUITS ApN TYPE OF DATA ANALYZED (CONTINUED)

EMONTHLY MEDIAN MASS PLOTS OF
TRAIISMITTING RECEIVING DISTANCE FREQUENCY YEAR HOURLY MEDIAN HOURLY MEDIAN.

STATION STATION Km Mc/s RECEIVER INPUT RECEIVER IN-
VOLTAGE PUT VOLTAGE

"WWV LSU 1617 10.00 1947 x x
WW•, LSU 1617 10.00 1948 x
WWv LSU 1617 10.00 1949 x
WWV LSU 1617 ;5.00 1946 x x
WwV LSU 1617 15.00 1947 x x
WWV LSU 1617 15.00 1948 x x
WWV LSU 1617 15.00 1949 x
Wwv LSU 16i7 20.00 1947 x x
W'yV U of e'R 2494 s.00 1946 x x
WWV U of PR 2494 .O0 1947 x x
AV U of PR 2494 0.0O 1948 x
thv U of PR 2494 5.00 1949 x
WNV U of PR 2494 I0.00 i944 x
WriV U o0 PR 2494 10.00 1945 x

WfV U of OR 2494 i0.00 1946 x x
""AV U of ?,R 2494 10.00 1947 x x

w, : U o0 FR 2494 1O.U0 1948 -

wwv U of PR 2494 O.0O 1949 x
W0V U of PR 2494 Ib.00 1946 x x
6,%v U of PR 2494 15.00 1947 x x
WOW U of PR 2494 iO0 0948 x
WWv U of PR 2494 i.U0 1949 x
W';V U of PR 2494 20.00 1947 x x
WWV Churchill 2523 10.00 1946 x
WWV .hu rchll 1 2523 10.00 1947 x
"IIWV Churchill 2523 i5.00 1946 x
U. V Churchill 2523 :D.00 1947 x

XEWV Nbs 3000 9.50 1945 x x
XEWW N6S 3000 9.50 1946 x

CXAI Huncao 394 1.50 1946x
CXAI9 jHuancayo 3194 11.83 1946 x y
CXAI9 Iluancayo 3194 l1.83 1947 x
CXAI9 Huancayo 3194 1 1.83 1949 x

v, Ft Read -t!*58 0.00 1046 X

(Continued on next page)

TABLE I
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';IRCUITS AND IYPE OF DATA ANALYZED (CONCLUDED)

] ,MONTHLY MEDIAN MASS PLOTS OF-
TRANSMITTING RECEIVING DISTANCE FREQUENCY YEAR HOURLY MEDIAN. HOURLY MEDIAN

STatION ST.'.ION Fin Mc/s RECEIVER INPUT RECEIVER IN-

. _.... IVOLTAGE PUT VOLTAGE

W*V Ft Read 5b:8 I!. 00 lq46 x x
XFVA* MIT 3536 9. 50 ,'44 x x
XEWW MIT 3636 9.30 '945 x
XEWW M11 3636 9.50 f946 x x
%EWW MIT 3636 9.50 1947 x
XEWW M, T X636 9. O 1948 x
XEWW j MIT 3636 9.50 1949

WWV Stanford 3980 5.00 1946 xx
wwV Stanford 3980 ;0.00 i946 xx
AWV Stanford 3980 1-.0O 1946 xx
W*V Colleqe 5269 10.00 1946 x
WWV Cuflege 5269 1 10.00 1947 x
WWV College 5269 10.00 1948 x

GLH Riverhead !)337 13.52 1946 x
WVV Huancayo ;670 I10.00 1146 x x
WwV 4Iuancayo !670 1 I).00 1946 X
GSD College 6707 11.75 1946
GLH U ot PR 6750 13.52 1946 x x
YWV Maui, TH 7684 10.00 1947 x x
W*1V Maui, TH 7684 15.00 1947 x
KWE lcomuro 8228 15.43 1947 x
VIY Stanford 12,630 12.02 1946 I x
N4"N Huancay o .689 12.80. 1946I x

WVtVH Hiraiso 6099 5.00 % 949
WWV1H Hiraiso 6C99 10.00 :949
WWVH Hiraiso 6099 15.00 1949
wwV h: raiso 10.76! 5.GO 1949
Wi,%V Hirtiso 10.'65 10.00 1949 Median Fie!d inten-
V.WV Hiraiso ;0.76; 15.00 1949 sities available for
WWV Hiraiso 10.765 20.00 1949 parts of some montflb
fWtH Fukuoka 7042 10.00 1949
W*VH Fukuoka 7042 1 !. 00 1949
WWVH Sapporo I 6047 10.00 1 1919
S.. .. Sapporn I 6047 1t.00 ,949 1

SAPLF



SOLAR ACTIVITY 29

EVALUATION OF b WHEN A, - Ao(libS)

WAVE FREQ- TRANSMISSION b CORRELATION

UENCY Mc/s DISTA'NCE Km COEFFICIENT

2.061 55 .00225 .837

4.270 55 .00385 .603

5.89 55 .00348 .949

5.00 581 .00617 .924

6.08 591 .00305 .848

10.00 1617 .00360 .613

10.00 2494 .00500 .936

9.50 3636 .00209 .875

1b .02949

average b .00369

TABLE 2

SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN, m, rHE EXPONENT OF THE SOLAR
ZENITH ANGLE FUNCIlON AND RESIDUAL ABSORPTION

Ax . Ao (cos .881y)m

SEASON NUMBER OF AVERAGE SEASONAL ABSORPTION EX-
YEARS DATA m PRESSED AS A PERCENT&GE

OF THE YEARLY AVERAGE

Spring 81 1.33 100.0

bumnmer 78 1.34 100.8

Fall 69 1.33 99.5

Winter 81 1.31 99.5

TABLE 3
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SUMMARY LIP CALCULATED THEORETICAL'RECEIVER INPUT VOLTAGES COMPARE&
TO NIGHTT09Z CBcERvED RECFIVER INPUT VOLTAGES ON A YtARLY IASIS

OBSERVED RECEIVER NUMBER OF THEORETICAL VOLIAGE
INPUT VOLTAGE OBSERVATIONS MINUS THE

0O3ERVED VOLTAGE

Hourly median 5b 8.4 D5
exceeded 50%
of the time

Hourly median 22 0.3 Duexceedod 1%

ot the time

Hourly median 22 3.6 DB
exceeded 10%

of the time

Hourly median 22 is.1 D8
exceeded 90o
of the time

Yearly peak 38 -. 6 D•
receiver Input

voltage (See
Paragr•q;% T.c.) A

TARLF 5



32 "COV0 1;ISTJN Or TIMF CALCULATEt) :4EOPFT7CA, ;- " UL1A,
N;(-H~llWI 0ý-SE;,VED fýELLII.F,, • .' .i,- -,•

ANt4'JAL 05jEr~ PD -

2-w >- NI1FT*' HUL

" MEDAN INPUI
< - O L T AG...

zTi'.-E Exc~t 'r C 4o ~ -

(2) I (2) (3) (4) (6) (73 (S) (9) f(103 3) 0 2?) L1 2.1 :3)

55 2.06 1946 84.8 62.4 ;8.5 72.1 82.0 .2.8 -0.4 3 5j9.9 30 3360 4.2?7 1946 72.3 70. C f. 1 4 .!4 78 0 5.9 7.4 . 33 .5360 1.56 I246 64.2 1
9.1 50.4 37.0 63.7 .0.5o . 13.3 67 22?150, 5.00 1946 67.8 64 8 60.2 53.' 59.4 16.4 -5.4 ' 0.8 6.253l S.o00 947 67.8 64.8 60.2 53.2 59.4 I.8.4 5 .5.4 .0. 6.t 33.6

591 0.70 1946 3 17 " 71.$ s6.2 80.1 -2.5 • 8 8.9 24.6 2 i.i593 6.08 1946 '4.7 52.8 48.1 140.0 64.7 10.0 23.9 36.6 2. .81617 5.00 194b 64.1 '.9 .2 51.3 38.0 16 .4 ? .s,34 28.4 21.23627 30.00 1947 61.8 •6.2 48.5 38.7 63.7 314 7.0 14.7 25.0 18.02494 15.00 1947 52.1 48.8 43.2 34.C 46 1 .5.3 -2.0 I 6 32.8 34.8-- TOW 9.50 fl7T 60.7 1r8 c .1.2 I f . - T.0 42'7r-'1.T: - "6b. . .3194 3l.83 1946 3.5 586.1 53.0 44.1 54.? -.7.j .3.9 1.2 30 1 14.0
355" 10.00 3946 50.8 47.81 42.7 134.7 59.5 a. .1.7 I 6. 1'4 . 3.13558s 35.00 3946 46.5 43.0 38.0 29.6 57.6 , 1 9.• 6 . 24 3.4
3636 9.50 1944 55.0 5.2 43.6 134.0 . 6.2 33.6 23.4 2

366i 9.0 9. •' 14'"T4 "'-I3 .4 5. 6 6 7 62 13. 6 23.14 4 17.236 9750 ~ it -- . "5.V 16.836361 . 3944 59:2 55.41 49.5 37.8 57.4 A 7.') 1.6
39V 5.00 899 24.9• 532.9 . I . * 4:9I 247 5.83o80 3o.00 946 57.C '2.6 48.4 33 4 49.0 -8.8 .3.6 0.6 9 .6.% 0 46 6 46.3 39.3 27.9 44.9 .5 7 - "7 1.' 37.0 18.25670 10.00 1946 50.7ý48.0 44.0 36. 50." o0: 7 1 6.9 ;4.1 ;,-45670 15.00 1946 30.6 29.8 25.2 37679 .' 60 .62 7.0131 6 1 368.9 .55 2.06 !947 77 9 P 8.01 4.155 2.06 3948 73.6 82.o I 1 8.455 2.06 1949 60.2 62. 21.855 4.27 947 I o., 7T 18.o -55 4.2? 1948 9.3 78.0 9 755 4.27 1?49 71.4 i -ft. I; '
W 51 .00 ;440 61.3 ' t9. 4-58 .S.ol 1949 62 s5 1ý9. 4 .

--- 1 ,0 .o 1147 - -6 9: . .. . . . .1176 6.08 1946 39.7 1 61.7 22.,v1176 6.08 3946 

613637 5.00 1949 61.3 66.4 I / I
-,A17 10.00 3948 47.1 7

6 w -r6 -o J
16,7 35.00 1949 47.3 3 .3 16.01617 15.30 949 62.3 .) 3 1: 02494 15.00 3946 40.6 4f46 6WL.2384. -I -q-
2494 15.00 9 9 .

6 '2494 20 00 3947 40.9 .5, 4 9.525213 0.00 2946 o0.2 413 0 .3000 '9.50 1945 45.0 I 56 1.5300 9.50 1946 4.].., _J194I 3.8 3 9473 X 4.3

3194 :;.St3 3:948 47.2 * 54.2 I 70
3194 3 3949 45. 54.23636 9.50 1947 494 74?
3636 |9. .946 i42.1 S . 35 1

1--376-36 I. 5 o 948 
4 2.2 .... 

... ..

7664 2100 7• t 7;.

54 "3 
3

7684 310. 47 2 0 
. 27.71 01. LE 2

"A!'l L
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EXAt.'PLE OF "ILPNAL Vfý!A! ION Uf12 VLFJkl IN~jT VOLTAT.GS
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7 ARITHMETIC i'LA' - 1 ...

If602 CR;SýRVAI :o,. *IF ~ PN SORPTION SEG2N4S
90
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-iECOECY - c/S

F ia ure 14

ZEN:TI TH ANGL1E OF THE SUNJ AT r~AWN AN4D SUNSET
C0RriFCTFD FOQ AIVOSPHJfRIC PE=-A'7!C" AND ELEVATIONi ABOVE EARTH
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0 so 200;o 250 300

FIV')%A"foj FARItL fII.OvE 7ERS
Figu.re 15
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SAMPLE HOVRlY MEOIAN RECEIVER INPUT VOLrAGE PLOTTED AGAINST COS .88q
FOR BOTH MORNING AND AFTERNOON

so
mT

isM ., P

9 0

I l

CQ0 *Rs AM

F5gure 18
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- .- '.I U vIl.-;AL HEIGHTT ObSt.PVED AT WASHINiG1ON• D. C. DUPIN,- 194ý.
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MAXIMUM USABLE AND PENETRATION FREQUENCIES USED TO DETERMINE POSSIBLE MODES
OF PROPAGATION BETWEEN WASHINGTON, D.C. AND LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY FOR
104RCH 19149

THESE DATA WERE DERIVED FROM OBSERVATIONS AT

WASHINGTON. D.C. AND BATON ROUGE. LOUISIANA

AS REPORTED IN *IONflSP".ERIC DATA' CRPL.V REPORTS

50

TRANSMISSION TI~

-1.1gur 39-M l
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EXAMAPLUE OF OBLIQUE INCIDENCE ABSORPTION DATA
REDUCED TO VERTICAL INCIDENCE AND S3UNSPOT ZERO

WHI'ISIbA 3TATM UNIVERSITY RFCEIVIN, WWV, MARCI 1949

12 Month MoviA, Average Sunspot Num.ber = 134
';clar A tivity F:ic,cr (1 + .0037 x 134) = 1.49f,

10 ___

W-: 4a-• 'J .. _ _ _

".4 + 4

-i • . 'T-II-.•..'' -,., 7
20 • • 4.0; I ~..- ! i'O'i'u.""ol'T 7 T " °'° - .• 1.0 !t.7t'

• ' 4.0" 5 . 0 3 -.9 2 -- -•".• _:,z---

• 1- -i " 5:3 ' 5:( .7 110.1 . 4.0 5i.30 .13 0.7( ,
1.0

V) 0.2 j -3 08.44.0 0 -ý .45! ' I

10.3 21.0 2E 4.0 9 3.9t, !. 5.7.
' 0.7 3.0 iF 3 .o o 5.- 6i "..i s .' sl , , 4

S0. 5 0. 50 i h 4 . 0 1 3 .t3 0 1 4 1 0

0. 5 1 -0--2 ,A1...1 1 ..0.3 44.5 IE 4.0 u. .'. ,

.,) .7 51.0 IF 5.3 9.62%6 . 4/0 3/7.•.7 I..o 1 32 3.o1 i i.j 9 71,.4 04 1 / ! :.,

0 . 8 1)7. 0 I E: 4 "0 i 5 30 !10 .7 5' ;" '• - , , q I ' / ! ! ..

0.1 1.0 2F5 28.4 4/,0 25 .17
o.2 3.0o Fr 2:1.• 4 .00 , ,' .:75 i ..50--'r . ... ..

iz 3 L±IL .00 2F ... 1, 1
28 4.00: 5 ur 40'

0.4 10.0 2F 28.9 3.941 2./541 1i.'76 .
0 0.5 14.5 2F 29.z .2 .0 ."I/ /

0 0o • =.0 • 3 :, •v, , ' i'.; 19.0 , !F 29 . 3 .8t 4" .92! 1 . 91
C. 290 zF I '4 31'-P 78 .1

ui 0.] 0.5 1F 12.6 3..11 .i41 .091 .i j: - .-

0. 3 1.5 IF 12.6 3.ull .- 1 " "
[0.4 2.5 IF 12.9 3.56i1 .7I01 .4 0
0.5 3.5 iF 13 2 3.:ý, 1 i.O-!l .071 .0

0.6 5.5 1 F iý.5. 3.461 1.59 1 .06l. . .:1.
o4 .7 8 .0 1 1 1 .2 133 1 2 . 9 . 6 0 1 [[

0.~~~fo ae, 11014 1 3 3123

F'igure 40 C.."
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84 NOMOGRAM (AFTER 0'OCAGNEI ) TOVETL("iNE TtL ANsjLE (7):r'EA.Y ..

AND THL E 1k~H3 NNETICL ti.::

4v

- - -1~ih'2 irS

1- (6) - fiHw_
-1 -1 1'~i' zl Z

(4)

a, 9O' PLUS THE INCLINkTION OF THE EARTH'S MArNETIC' FEILD
*42I:ANrLE n ,C' 18Z A' -.7T4 WITH THE -ýNOSP41EQF AT 100 AILOMAETEP NrIIGw'
d-VARIATION OF THE EARTHo'S V'ACNrTIC ''EL.D

4
'2PFEARING- OF RAY PATH AT CDNTROL PC,!'[

EXAMPLE

BEARING or RAY PATHJ 86", "-AP4.TI( INCLINATION' C2, "IAPIATKIC'
ANGLE OF RAY PATH AT toNCA;PvLEE = 3,2*:
11 ENTER LEFT SCALP WITH r'aEFERENCE qZTWEEN 0,AND ½ 6
2) ENTER RIG'IT SCALE 1`I11,tgr'r~r'.CF 180t' io' A%!) iP, 44
1) 40)?. ThESE Pr.TRIES 1AIT,- A -1 LA,

4) ENTER fjOTTD'.I' ýC'LE RiT7' TPE OIF
0

LRENCE 'rtfE~tN -IAND 2
5) DRAW A VEPTiCAL LjIE T,) IN7,-E4FCT LIC 2)
6) DRAW A HORiZONTAl LINE riA-' "ATLPSECTIDI. TO THE UE"- SCAlE
7i REA., -r ON LEFT SCALP :95.6-1

Figuire !52
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VERTICAL INC IDENCL SKY-WAVE ABSORPTION
AT THE 3UBSOLAR POINT FOR SUNSPOT NUMBER ZERO 87

YEARLY AVERAGE VALUES
AS$ORPTIOhi OF SKY-WAVES OBSERVED AT OSL1@UE INCIDENCE. mflUCED To

VERTICAL INCIKNCC. EXTRAPOLATED TO INC SUASSA P0116' AND
FACTORED TO SUIXIPOT UMAW* ZERO

iAZrcuic TSeauqy M/



FREE SPACE FIELDL 88
REFERENCE INTENSITY - 300 MILLIVOLTS PER METER AT ONE KILOMETER
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GROUND LOSSES FOR MULTIHOP PROPAGATION
OF 8

RANDOMLY POLARIZED WAVES OVER OGOOD- EARTH
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GROUND LOSSES FOR MULTIHOP PROPAGATION
OF

RANDOMLY POLARIZED WAVES OVER "POOR" EARTH
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GROUND LOSSES FOR MULTIHOP PROPAGATION 9
OF 9

RANDOMLY POLARIZED WAVES OVER SEA WATER
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bMI ''I F- 12:. CN 01 HIILR LY M C:I AN; RECE IVER I NPUT 'VOL I AtAS

Aý, :0 LOUS'SNA SITATE UNIVERSITY

Io Vc -16!7 K.I - OCTOBER 1947

MASS PLOT SHOWINI. DIURNAL DISTIRRUTION

n n

ftb~V -
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90in WLST ULANTI

40W
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~4'
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SAIPLE DISTkFMUTIONS OF HOURLY MEDIANJ INPUT VOLTAGES AT NIGHT

MONTHLY DISTRIPIUTION

LSUrOR RECCIIgN G M

II sc 7nJM

AU-- -

I~ ~ 2 5 .0 20 3 0007 S O I b

.. E*~NTAG~or ~OPDI'ATE VLUC S 44441+4

LS E OI NnhYDSTIT0

C--A

40l

1 2451 0 20300 306 705060 7 s 9 9s2S 98 49

r:PcE\TA oF TIM 0ODIIIATE VALUJE IS EXCEEDED

Figure 66
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Cu.4ULATIVE DIsrRIBU"IUN U1 NIGHfIIMF HOURLY MEDIAN RECEIVER INPUT VOl rArF5

ON A YEARLY BASIS

z WWI "I NoS I 1C/S 55 Ku 1946 2 WWI 1TO NS" 4 MC/S - 55 KM - 1945
1C - 20

f-i-.
I L & or--;ii -- I A.t ;: • •

1 '0 %0 on -98 99 -C1 so 5 90 -98 99

PERCiENT Of Ilut THE ORDINATE VALVE IS EXCEE[DED PINCE.NT OF TIME THE[ ORDINATE[ VALUE IS EXCEED~t,

0 WQXP. T"O %IDS - 1.56 M¢/S - 360 Km- 19411 0 FRX TO NOlS. - 6".0 M,:IS, -- 5•".52 K4* - 19I46-47

0 0

a; : . - -. II::

I!I

I i

'o-o 0 8t 10 60 9098 9

PERCENT? OF TOW THE O•IONATEI VALUE S EXCEEDED PERCENT OF TOIM THE ORDINATE VALIUE 1S IESC[9010

F -Ci 69

a ~t[TO lf H RI•I AU • IC[O•PRKT0rTH[•[GDNT AU S•~l•[

;Al ur 69



10 CI*UiLArIVE WSRPTO F NIGHTTIMAE HOURLY MEUIA.,J RECEIVER lPt.T VOLTAGES

Ku 2N, ill-.UASI

, - '

to ýo to 98 99 10 5 to 8 9

WWV TO LSU - 10 MC/S - ,6t7 KAI - 1947 a w TO 1 UPP - 5 01CIS 249A Kw 1946-47

0- ai I

IF

* 702

I to so 90 04 94 1 to so 90 49 99

PEO'C141 Or TIME OI ?U 000 Al VALUP IS EXCIKtoII, Ptactu'4 or TOY[ Tar OftIaVU&T VALUE IS I-CCTEUq

* ,1*V '0 UPQ - 10 WC/S -2494 KM 1144-47 a % To0 up0 1PO I t/S 2494 K. 1941

0 ~0I

o - 1 -J

1- N -i

#lUCCUVT Or lIV THE 0I'INAUTI VALUE IStXrCUECUS~l Fi *Et70 *Cfff OF TI.! ,. ,0 'AVTULOOF IS 74VT

---------------- F-gur I7-- -- - - -- - -
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W2aT'rDS'$aTAI3?C. Or 41IG'IfIME IIL¼DIIL( MEDIAN PECLIVEP INPIUT VOLTAGES
O'i A YEARLY BASI S

KISS TO * .ft - 95 M/S 'GCIG KCIF 1946 CXA1e TO H4JANCAYO - 5WIS -f 3558N Nv - 1946

T~ ILI I -I i]

*l II

11 .0 -j 04A O bo 09
* rCovO 1 " 4v -Iý 1100VLCF FTV H MN I A~ SE~[

00,T T4- o -/ S4K I 46 W ( TRA 5 CS-M v 14

7 0 so ' 10 1 0 -

NF. - - -40

Mlur 72I7 o
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CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF NIGHTTIME HOOPLY MFDIAI! RECEIVER INPJT VOLTAGjES
ON A YEARLY OASIS

a MV To STANFORD 1C Mc/S 3990 Km 19461 SWV To CTAtrORfl 15 Mt/S 3960 KO 2946

I20*20

0 

S

0f1AUINT OF TIME 151C ORDINATE VALUE S2 1511(015 P151151 0F ViWe TM? ORDINATE VALUE IS FCfF

WOV O HAIACYO 0 M/S 570 m 146 I" T HUACAY 15Mc/S 5 (7IC(1#40

Figure 72
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t06 SOLAR ZENjITH AN(;LF = 60*
N4S RECEIVI%.. WWI 4 MIC/S SEP'E4RER 1946

9-

6

CL4

I

2-4 36 36 0 4 5 46 'O0 52 54 56 5a g
#Npur VOLTA'r( Dl>tuv

7

10

3 -

2 I'

34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 so 52 S.. 54 to 60 6

INPUT VC.LTAf4 -q

Fiquee 76
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CUMUILATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF DAYTIME HOURLY MEDIAN RECEIVER INPUT VOLTAGES

ON A YEARLY BASIS. SOLAR ZENIT1H ANGLE COO

'tro NOS.- 2 MCIS 164a 1661 1S

IT T

-0 -HI

1 10 50 90 98 g9 I t0 sn 90 98 99
PENCE%' OF at ot. 0#IOAICATF IAtU[ IS fXIOEiSE F'*CrFl Of TIVC t ODINATC AttAI t IS [NC f'I[

CF X TO N95 9.07? MC/S - 5•Z K. - 1946-47 WWV TO MIT - S MC/3 - I'm Va 1949-47

20 2-0

-to

""1 10 50 90 9 to 0 0 90 - t

vc[IcNT III, Tlr Tor Oohl#%,,t VALUE Is MEOO PERCENT va C IC IIII, OiOuioAI VA-.U 1 I•vVOvrO

WI TO LSO$ 10 MC/S - 1617 K66 1946-47 W9V TO LSU " IS /C/S - 1617 9. - 1946-47

20 -201

o I ;ire

2. -a"....w,-

F[ICCENT OF TlME 7.i[ O000,00W VOL/C IS [CaCDIOES Pont~lI OF TIME[ ThE 01O,*.O1( CAI./C IS CRC(#0I[O

F=z g•rc 77
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',UMULATIE DISTRIBUTION OF DAYTIME HOUPLY MiEDIAN RECEIVER INPUT VOLItGES

ON A YEARLY BASIS. SOLNA ZENITH ANGLE z 60-
WV TO UP* - 10 MC/S - 2494 43 - 1946-47 SINV TO UPR- 15 MC/S -494 Kv - 1946-47

20- 20aO -- O

0 0

-2 -,
-1 0 50 to SOp 1!) "AI0 50 t etlovl 909

PERCENT OF TIME[ Ti ORDINATE VAL1 IS iEXCEEDEDl PERCENT ,r TIME[ ?H' ORDINATE VALUE IS EXCEDlEO

CXA13 7'0 HUANCAYO -It.$ 1. /S -3194 Kt -1946 2cWV TO FT READ 10 MC/S 35S Kma 1*44

* - - - -

o 0

o tI I

-+ L 1"--."

=* a ,' - I,:-

"o to s T 1

PriC$IUT or TIwl "VII SOigNAITT VALUt Is I ItcrgDCI' 9l*CEtWT Cr -1?1 Of r IeVNA E VAL'¥ U IS l[CflI[D

B2 y • Fl RitI 15 C4~/S M_ SS V XqeWW TO MIT - 9.7 U8/S 3139 Na 1944-44

"L i

FI I 7

- -
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"jib NOMOGRAM

SHOWING RELATION BETWEEN GREAT CIRCLE DISTANCE
RADIATION ANGLE AND LAYER HEIGHT

0" 40
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fo
40-

60--100 3

.-ISO 10.

0%

"140

too•o 1&1 _ 0
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_jo 2s d~ o-'16 C2 q
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.oO1• 7• 05o o
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2000 00 al
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2t20-'Is 1c 00 to

t40- V. %do
- 400 wO •

too uj 05

2400'450 1600
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$00 650
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Iiqure 86



SKY-WAVE ABSORPTION INDEX (G) 117
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Figure 87
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SKY-.',AVE ABSONPT IO N~tOMOGRAH

009P

400

" WEVILD OF LSL: FXAYPLE:
ME ENTER NOVOAAY %Ibf I o T N11op~pd*LJ~ASIORPTpIoN INDEX FOR AN~ 4 A WADIATION AN'utE or

SAp.I Wjn.AVI?:ý I*~: Q TE SY-WAVF APISOMP~Tfe.
(2) ARK THE CENIE. LIK : ; .3 DO PER HOP WHEN Till

tAIT AEVOI.ENCy 4 THE Gy*O45 ~i U.C THk CFNTCA LI.:C r IAQVO4Cr, 13 6.5 Vc/s.
SYR r p E r0iouICY f
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404'0 ~0
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w
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0 30z 
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(22 I t o
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Figure 88
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10COMPARISC~iI OF CAL.AJLATED AND) oeSERVED INPUT .ULf-,.A

YVv, Wasnitnqton, D. C. , tO LU>, Baton Roune, Lt..
1617 K(ilometers 1 0.) M.*.,

JUNE 1947 DECF..-VR 1947
70 T, 70 flF

LH &CAC '1?K0
CA0.CULATEO 4A AL&L il

t VALUE ~ ti*

J- .: ii :

41 > 0*~

301 30~ -9'M

Jf j o

20 .20* ,..

0 04 08 12 16i 20 00 04. ',- .2 00~C(J
900 *EST PA'AI TIV.' 90 "IEI uMEAN TtIK

300 il gutre 9.týM/



CU*MPARISLJN OF CALCULATED AND OBSERVLD INP-UT vOLTAGmS 121

WWI, 6tiltsvllie, MarylIand to National oLreau of Standards
5!) K IlIomete rs - 4. 2772 1Mcl b

sou~ JUE DECEMBER 1944

170

0~7 
PIS*.

W a
t

4. + A , t

b4o -j 50I

E-~4 40fttIr
Z- Ff:

linE~~1 94C 
jtiEM24

*j 4
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L -.... L

4400 04 OLCUL6AT0C0C.4 6 12 26 20 0
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Figure 4



122CUMPARISO"' OF CALCULAI2FD AND 0O-iEP.VEC IN~Pul VULT,--,

21XL-WW, M~exico City to MIlT, ooston, mass.
3b3b Ki lorreters 9 .!; me/S

JULY 2944 .t, Vt -1444

0. It 1. 4 70
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COMPARISOft OF CALCULATED AND 0LSERVED INPUT VQLTAý3ES 123

WwV, Washington, U. L., to z~tanfora, .alitormia

.j98O P.1 lornoters !)~.0 mG/b,

JUNE 1 W- 70 DEFL 4R

- t f4

4t

0

00- 04 06 2 16j
zC

398 Mi 7".trs-1.0M/

* 0 VALUE A

400

70
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